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ABSTRACT: Vulnerabilities are typically caused by missing or incorrect authorization in web application. As we 
know now a days the various sites are available on internet globally and the people uses the sites in large amount .In 
those sites some are the discussion forum sites, and the many people join the posts and start to discuss on that topic. 
But some of people comments by using very bad words and the other people get disturbed and because of these words 
the people leave the discussion in between. To avoid these problems we are going to develop a discussion forum with 
high security and high authentication. Main purpose of this project is to ensure only authorized users can perform 
allowed actions within their privilege level and control access to protected resources using decisions based upon role 
or privilege level.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Online discussion forums are well suited for collaborative learning systems. Much of the currently available research 
indicates that effectively designed collaborative learning systems motivate and enhance learning experiences of the 
participants which in turn lead to enhanced learning outcomes. As we know now a days the various sites are available 
on internet globally and the people uses the sites in large amount. In those sites some are the discussion forum sites, 
and the many people join the posts and start to discuss on that topic. 
In the now day’s forums the discussion is done on the various topics and many comments are thrown by the various 
peoples. These comments are good and sometimes they are in very bad manner, means the unwanted comments are 
also thrown. Sometimes the posts are also on various bad topics, this may lead to bad affect on other people. To avoid 
these problems we are going to develop a discussion forum with high security and high authentication. This is also 
informative site, so that user can upload the audio, video and images from their account and can download also. 
       
 Our main contributions are as below: 
 
1.In our system we are introducing the new concept to prevent the discussion forum from the malicious posts and 
comments. With facility of uploading and downloading audio, video and images files. Identifying the vulgar 
comments and posts and removing those from the discussion forum, it is the main goal of our project. 
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2. The aim of the present work is therefore to propose and experimentally evaluate an automated system, called 
Filtered Wall (FW), able to filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls. We exploit Machine Learning (ML) text 
categorization techniques to automatically assign with each short text message a set of categories based on its content  
 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Our scheme mainly consists of three phases:  
1) User Registration 
2)Posting 
3)Filtering 
 Now we describe each of these phases in detail. 
 

 
 
1..User Registration 
 
In  User Registration, User can register with their personal information. User can enter the Email id, Password and 
DoB, Gender. User Uses the Email id as a User_Name and entered Password as a Private key. 
 
2.Posting 
 
In posting phase User can  make post in the form of  Video, Audio, Text, Image.  
 
3.Filtering: 
 
In Filtering phase, the system can  filter the word according to dictionary. System block the vulgar contents    
Basic Algorithm: 
Following is the Basic algorithm for Checking Vulnerability: 

1) Make Post 
2) Checking for word in Dictionary 
3) If  match found don’t upload post 
4) Else upload  post 
5) Exit  
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Now we describe each of this Algorithms in detail. 
1) Make Post: 
 After successfully login for user, user are allow to make a post in form of audio, video, text, image. 
 
2) Checking for word in Dictionary: 
 If post is in the form of text, then content checking is done. The each word in the post is checked with the 
word in dictionary.  
 
 
3) If match found don’t upload post: 
 After checking if word in the post is matched with the words in dictionary, then post is restricted to upload  
and user will be notified that user  is not allow to use that word. 
 
 4) Else upload post: 
 If words in post are not found in the dictionary then post will be uploaded. 
 
5) Exit: 
  Uploading/Posting is done and now user is ready for another post.      

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed system is implemented using Visual Studio Platform. The MySQL database is used for storage purpose. 
The web portal mainly consists of five modules such as Register/Login module, Uploading of data module, Filtering of 
data module and blocking of user module. There will be a database server which will be used for storing the user’s 
detail. The   programming languages used are C#. There is a continuous need of internet connection for running this 
application.    

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Figure: Memory Graph 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We present, a project for automatic detection of authorization vulnerabilities in Web applications. The project is based 
on our study and characterization of different authorization attacks and the underlying vulnerabilities. 
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We keep track of vulgar words in our data structure. When such words appear again and again system identify them 
and supress the privilege level of that particular user who enters that post.  
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